MPC79 University Info, 9-30-79:
The Fall '79 Multiuniversity Multiproject Chip Set: Planning Information:
Filed on <Conway>MPChip.info
September 30, 1979 3:53 PM

Information Management and Implementation Management: LSI Systems Area, Xerox PARC.
Maskmaking: Micro Mask, Inc.
Wafer Fabrication:
Participating Universities: M.I.T., Stanford, Caltech, CMU, University of Rochester
M.I.T.
Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
617/253-1000 (Main MIT 

File Transfer Account: [MAXC]<MIT-VLSI> Account managed by: Randy Bryant
VLSI Design Course: 6.371 Meets: Tue/Thu 2:00-3:30
Instructor(s): Jon Allen 617/253-2509
Teaching Assistant(s): Randy Bryant
Students: 30: mostly grad students, a few undergrads, 2 from BBN, 2 from GenRad

Send MPChip informational MSGs to:
Randy Bryant
Tom Knight
Jack Holloway
Joy Thompson (sec'ry) 617/253-7309

Other contacts:
Lance Glasser 617/253-7309
Jerry Roylance
Jim Cherry

REB@MIT-XX
TK@MIT-AI
H@MIT-AI
JOY@MIT-AI

GLR@MIT-AI
Cherry@MIT-AI
Stanford University

File Transfer Account: [MAXC]KSU-VLSI> Account managed by: John Newkirk
VLSI Design Course: EE292V Meets: Tue/Thu 9:45
Instructor(s): Rob Mathews, John Newkirk
Teaching Assistant(s):

Students: ~100

Send MPChip informational MSGs to:
John Newkirk 415/497-0548 NUK@SU-AI
Rob Mathews  BOB@SU-AI
Forest Baskett 415/497-1916 FB@SU-AI

Other contacts:
Jim Clark 415/497-1414 CSLJHC@SU-SCORE
Caltech
Computer Science, 256-80
Pasadena, California 91125
213/795-6811, X2841

File Transfer Account: [MAXC]<Caltech-VLSI>  Account managed by: Doug Fairbairn
VLSI Design Course: CS/EE181a  Meets Tue/Thu 1:30-3:00
Instructor(s): Doug Fairbairn, Rm 272
Teaching Assistant(s): Dick Lang, Greg Eflan
Students: 43: ~1/2 seniors, 1/2 1st yr grads, 3 from Xerox, several from the SSP.

Send MPChip informational MSGs to:
Doug Fairbairn 213/795-6811, X2549  Fairbairn@PARC-MAXC
CMU
Department of Computer Science
Schenley Park
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

File Transfer Account: [MAXC]<CMU-VLSI>  Account managed by: Bob Hon
VLSI Design Course: - - -
Instructor(s): - - -

Note: The CMU course is offered in the Spring Semester. However, a number
of CMU research project LSI designs will be merged into this MPChip.

Send MPChip informational MSGs to:
Bob Hon 412/578-3056  Hon@CMUA
Bob Sproull 412/578-2621  Sproull@CMUA

Other contacts:
HT. Kung 412/578-2568  HT.Kung@CMUA
University of Rochester
Computer Science Department
Rochester, New York 14627
716/275-5671 (C.S.Dept.)

File Transfer Account: [MAXC]<UofR-VLSI>
VLSI Design Course: ?
Instructor(s): ?
Teaching Assistant(s): Mark Kahrs
Students: ?

Account managed by: Mark Kahrs
Meets: ?

Send MPChip informational MSGs to:
Mark Kahrs 716/275-5766 (w)
Jerry Feldman
Jim Baroody 8-222-6437

Kahrs@PARC-MAXC 716/442-6404 (h)
Feldman@SUMEX
Baroody
MPChip ARPANET Informational MSG List:

Jim Baroody    415/497-1916
Forest Baskett  415/494-4326
Alan Bell       415/494-4326
Randy Bryant
Jim Cherry
Lynn Conway     415/494-4316
Doug Fairbairn  213/795-6811, X2549
Jerry Feldman
Jack Holloway
Bob Ion         412/578-3056
Bob Kahn
Mark Kahrs
Tom Knight
Dick Lyon       415/494-4325
Rob Mathews
Martin Newell   415/494-4328
John Newkirk    415/497-0548
Bob Sproull     412/578-2621
Joy Thompson    617/253-7309

Baroody
FB@SU-AI
ABell@PARC-MAXC
REB@MIT-XX
Cherry@MIT-AI
Conway@PARC-MAXC
Fairbairn@PARC-MAXC
Feldman@SUMEX
H@MIT-AI
Hon@CMUA
Kahn@USC-ISI
Kahrs@PARC-MAXC
TK@MIT-AI
Lyon@PARC-MAXC
BOB@SU-AI
M-Newell@PARC-MAXC
NUK@SU-AI
Sproull@CMUA
JOY@MIT-AI

Carlos Segura  415/642-5103
Gerry Sussman
Landman PA

Segura@PARC-MAXC
GJS@MIT-AI
Yngvar@SRI-KA
Oddvar@SRI-KA

Vir Dhaka
Irene Ouchon
Pake
Spinrad
Sutherland
MPChip Hardcopy Informational MSG List:

Murray (Colorado)
INDE ABRHAM (11.21.88)
Irene
Ted Kehl?

The ARPA community

VIR Dhok
Ed
Carlo